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of the treatment (fatigue, diarrhoea and skin 

issues). Management of time was the most 

noteworthy practical problem, while family and 

spirituality issues were rarely identified. 

Male, single patients, patients with breast cancer, 

with more than two children and with children less 

than 18 y.o. showed a higher distress average. The 

distress level also decreased between the first and 

last week of treatment. Patients who perceived 

the need for further support were found to have 

a lower average distress level. However, none of 

these results were statistically significant. 

Conclusion: Emotional problems, followed by 

physical and time-management issues, are the 

problems most associated with distress. 

Awareness of these may help to access the 

patient better and decrease distress. 

Nevertheless, it was not possible to identify any 

individual factor that directly affects distress, 

confirming that distress is multifactorial. 
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Purpose: This study aimed to explore the 

perceptions of radiographers working in a local 

Oncology Centre in regard to their ability to 

identify patients needing nutritional advice and 

to provide patients with the appropriate dietary 

support. Compatible body of literature is limited 

with no similar studies previously conducted in the 

local setting. 

Methodology: A cross-sectional, prospective, 

non-experimental method, using a quantitative 

approach was employed. An existing 

questionnaire was modified, using published 

guidelines to suit the aim of this study, and 

distributed to all radiographers working in the 

Radiotherapy Department of the selected 

Oncology Centre. The data was analysed using 

descriptive statistics. 

Results: With a response rate of 85% (22 

completed questionnaires), 86% (n = 19) of 

respondents indicated that patients asked for 

advice on nutrition-related issues. 36% (n=8) of the 

participants did not have previous training on 

nutritional interventions whilst all participants 

expressed interest in receiving additional 

information or training to provide support in the 

nutritional management of side effects and to 

identify cases needing referral to a dietitian. 82% 

(n=18) of participants stated that a protocol for 

referrals to dietitians was available at their clinical 

site, however, only two respondents indicated 

that they referred patients to a dietitian. All 

radiographers self-rated as knowledgeable in 

identifying patients in need of dietary 

interventions and delivering the appropriate 

nutritional support. This was supported by the high 

level of agreement between literature 

recommendations and radiographers’ responses 

to the questionnaire. 

Conclusions: Findings suggest that radiographers 

perceive themselves as knowledgeable and 

provide patients with the appropriate nutritional 

support in accordance with literature. However, 

only two radiographers referred patients to 

dietitians and all radiographers indicated that 

they would like additional support. The 

researcher, therefore, proposed additional 

training, implementation of scripted nutritional 

advice and further studies into the lack of referrals 

to the dietetic team. 
 

POTENTIAL FOR CT DOSE REDUCTION 

BASED ON QA PHANTOM AND HUMAN 

CADAVER IMAGES 
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Purpose: CT centres having higher radiation doses 

when compared to many CT centres locally and 

internationally have been identified through a 

nationwide dose survey carried in Nigeria for CT 

examinations of the brain, chest and abdomen. 

This provides a basis for dose reduction methods 

to be explored. This study proposes a 

methodology using a quality assurance (QA) 

phantom and human cadaver images. 

Materials and methods: The study proposes a 

methodology consisting of three phases. Phase I: 

Manipulation of scan parameters to monitor their 

effect on radiation dose indices and psycho-

physical parameters using a GE QA phantom, 

leading to determination of the optimal 

parameter settings. Phase II: Application of the 

identified optimal QA phantom protocols on the 

human cadaver as a starting point for further 

optimisation, which was followed with analysis of 

results based on VGA, VGC and VGR from 

evaluation of cadaveric images. Phase III: Clinical 

implementation of the finally optimised protocols 

and further image quality evaluation based on 

VGA, VGC and VGR. 

Results: Fifteen adult QA optimised protocols were 

established in five CT centres. Of the 15 QA 

phantom protocols, nine protocols from three 

centres were tested on cadaver as two of the 

centres did not give permission for cadaver 

scanning. Of the nine protocols, six were further 
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